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1. Introduction
Historically magnetrons were one of the first devices used to build radar systems. Namely,
successful development and utilization of the magnetrons in radars had assisted essentially
Allies to win battle for air and see during World War II (Brown, 1999). And definitely they
were the first devices, which have allowed developing the radars operating within
millimeter wavelengths region. It had happened due to these microwave sources are
characterized by a number of advantages. They are rather simple in production. The
magnetrons provide both high peak and average power at relatively low operational
voltages as well a fair frequency potential. Because of the above advances, the magnetron
remains the most utilized type of microwave vacuum tubes until now. Namelly, by virtue of
the utilization magnetrons in ovens, millions people over whole world have learned the
word “microwave”!
However by the middle of 60th magnetron based radar systems had ceased to meet
increasing performance requirements and their development had been curtailed. They had
moved considerably to a niche of simple, low cost radars for great demand applications like
that for marine navigation. It had happened due to both fundamental peculiarities of the
magnetron operation and issues concerning their manufacturing. At first, the magnetron is
an oscillator providing no modulation capabilities except the simplest case of pulse
modulation. It results in difficulties to introduce advanced signal processing into the
magnetron based radars. Next, uncertainty in the conceptual ability of the magnetron to
produce oscillations with appropriate short –term frequency stability; considerable
difficulties to develop the corresponding highly stable modulators; as well as an analog
implementation of a coherence-on-receiver technique did not allow to fetch an actual
potential of magnetron based system out. It resulted in the strong opinion that the
magnetrons are generally not suitable to build radar systems with relevant Doppler
capabilities. Further, a high spatial resolution of magnetron based systems can be achieved
practically only by reducing the duration of radiated RF pulse. However, it leads to the
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following difficulties: (i) the magnetron is a highly resonant device, which limits a minimal
possible pulse duration; and (ii) in order to keep the radar potential, pulse repetition rate
should be high enough respectively, which reduces unambiguous radar range or requires
utilization of dedicated technique to resolve range ambiguity. Further, the first millimeter
wavelengths magnetrons demonstrated a low reliability making the result of their
utilization rather discouraging in the most cases. Thus, appearance by the middle of 60th
efficient power amplifiers based on both vacuum tubes and solid-state devices and great
expectations for a rapid progress in their development as well as the introduction a pulse
compression technique had given up the magnetrons for lost to use in the high performance
radars.
However, since recent time, magnetrons are considered again as a rather attractive choice to
develop systems for millimeter wavelengths band namely. This turn has become possible
due to: (i) a lack or low availability of other power devices operating within the indicated
frequency range; (ii) a significant improvement in magnetrons characteristics, partially,
incredible increase in their lifetime; (iii) a dramatic progress in digital signal processing
technique; (iv) achievements in the development of high voltage modulators and millimeter
wavelengths technique; and (v) a strong demand for millimeter wavelengths radars from
non-military applications, which means a great interest in cost effective solutions.
Despite a rather simple internal structure, the magnetron is characterized by a great
complexity of the processes taken place inside it. There is no a more or less comprehensive
theory of magnetrons until now. Numerical simulation can be accounted as very superficial.
In general we prefer to treat the magnetron as something like a magic box characterized
often by unpredictable and even surprising behavior. Thus, generally development of
modern magnetron based radar, especially operating within millimeter wavelength region,
requires profound understanding of principles of the magnetron operation, a great
experience, and the utilization of specific design approaches, at a system level partially.
However, often the magnetron is considered as old, well known device and respectively
radars based on it are designed in a humble way. It results in a humble performance
certainly. Probably, a rather uptight attitude to utilize the magnetrons to build
contemporary high performance radars is caused by the above reason.
In this paper we do not try to review comprehensively the current state of affairs or to cover
as much as possible wide range of issues concerning the development of both millimeter
wavelengths magnetrons and radars based on them. Instead, relying on own experience we
draw attention to the fact that some noted disadvantages preventing the magnetron
utilization in the high performance radar systems are essentially weakened until now,
whereas others can be managed successfully by gaining from the achievements of modern
electronics. The corresponding design approaches, which have assisted us to develop
successfully a number of contemporary magnetron based radar systems operating within
millimeter wavelength band and addressed to different application areas, will be disclosed
more or less systematically. We hope that the bellow consideration will be helpful for radar
designers to keep always in mind the possibilities providing by good old magnetron!

2. Magnetrons in radars – brief overview
We would not like to discuss here the physical principles of magnetron operation. They can
be found in a variety of manuscripts (Okress, 1961;Tsimring, 2007). For us it is important
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that the magnetron is a vacuum crossed field tube, which is capable to produce high power
microwave oscillations with a high efficiency, and hence can be adopted conceptually to use
in radar transmitter. As fairly noticed in (Skolnik, 2008), a choice of electronic device for the
transmitter end stage defines practically completely radar structure and design approaches.
Thus, let us outline the most important peculiarities of the magnetrons as related to their
utilization in the radars. At first, the magnetrons are characterized fundamentally by a high
both peak and average power. Typical values exceed 100 kW and 100 W for Ka band and 4
kW and 4 W for W and G bands correspondingly. It allows utilizing constant frequency
pulse, being the simplest possible among radar signals, while keeping an appropriate radar
sensitivity without the usage of a sophisticated signal processing technique. Next, any
magnetron is an oscillator rather than an amplifier. It means partially that its output signal
depends only on the physical layout of the magnetron internals and the parameters of its
circumstance, i.e. applied voltage, a strength of magnetic fields, a value of voltage standing
wave ratio at the output flange etc. In addition it is practically impossible to manipulate
either parameter of the magnetron output signal independently from the other. Further, the
magnetron is characterized by a highly resonant design basically. The magnetron
oscillations frequency is essentially defined by electromagnetic properties of its internal
layout and can be varied within a wide enough range only by changing a mechanical
configuration of such layout, i.e. slowly. All above constrict evidently modulation
capabilities providing by the magnetron. Three types of modulation are used in modern
radar systems commonly – pulse (as a particular type of amplitude); frequency; and phase
modulation respectively. Practically it may be considered that the magnetron by itself
provides no ability for a fast, highly reproducible, and well-controlled phase/frequency
modulation and adopts only the simplest pulse modulation. Probably only a bandwidth of
electrical frequency chirp provided by W and G band magnetrons may appeal to use in the
high resolution radars (see Section 0). Notice, since the magnetron output pulse is shaped at
a radio frequency directly, it occupies it twice wider frequency band than it is required to
ensure a definite spatial resolution.
As for any other oscillator the magnetron oscillation frequency is subjected to fluctuations.
According to common approach, fast and slow fluctuations are considered separately and
referred as phase noise and frequency stability respectively. Concerning to radar
performance the first defines quality of Doppler processing whereas the second is not so
important generally except a number of rather special cases. Certainly, the total frequency
variation range should not be too big as well as matching between transmitter and receiver
frequencies should be ensured ever. Usually the related magnetron performance is
characterized as poor and this fact is a byword to utilize such devices in the radars. On other
hand the maximum possible variation of magnetron operational frequency including
manufacturing tolerances is less than ± 1% over all millimeter wavelength bands in use even
for non-tunable devices and cannot be considered as a serious issue. As for the phase noise,
which is referred as a pulse-to-pulse frequency instability in the magnetron based systems,
reflecting peculiarities of Doppler processor implementation, the following should be
mentioned. Prima facie, it seems to be difficult actually expecting a high pulse-to-pulse
frequency stability for the magnetrons. Q-factor of the magnetron resonant system is
relatively low even for coaxial devices especially within millimeter wavelengths band as
well as frequency pushing is rather big due to a high electron density inside an interaction
space. Generally, the behavior of electron cloud has a considerable noise component and not
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well predictable at all. Initial conditions to produce successive pulses may not coincide
resulting in increase in a value of the pulse-to-pulse frequency instability. This effect
observed experimentally when even a single pulse altered the state of magnetron cathode
surface (private communication with magnetron developers). Probably it is due to a harsh
operational conditions featured by a very high peak power dissipated on as well as a high
voltage applied to the elements the magnetron comprises of.
On other hand, in general it is not easily to predict even very roughly what ultimate value of
pulse-to-pulse frequency stability of the magnetron can be expected for each definite case.
Numerical simulation is hardly useful as well as an independent direct measurement of
magnetron frequency stability meets also significant difficulties if achievement of a high
accuracy is mandatory. It is due to conceptually pulsed operational mode of the magnetron
at rather short pulse duration as well as difficulties relating to ensure an extremely precision
and reproducible shape of the high voltage pulse across the magnetron. For this reason, as
we have found, despite the above seemingly evident factors, the magnetrons demonstrate a
rather good performance in Doppler radar systems, certainly if appropriate design
approaches are utilized (see Section 0).
All above can be summarized as follows: (i) magnetron based radars operate always in a
pulsed mode; (ii) a spatial resolution is determined by the duration of output magnetron
pulse resulting in high peak power requirement to keep a radar potential at an appropriate
level under a very low duty cycle operational condition; (iii) since each RF pulse is
characterized by an arbitrary phase, a special procedure should be introduced in order to
provide Doppler processing capability for the radar; and (iv) especial attention should be
drawn to provide as much as possible stable magnetron operational conditions in order to
achieve relevant Doppler processing performance. As related to the latter two points, it
should be noticed that there is a possibility to lock the phase and frequency of magnetron
oscillations with highly stable external oscillator. Unfortunately, an extremely low gain
provided, i.e. relation between the output peak magnetron power and the required power of
locking signal, especially for millimeter wavelengths frequency region prevent the above
possibility to be used in practice.
Next, magnetron life time is considered traditionally to be a serious factor limiting its
usability in high performance radar systems. It reflects essentially a state of affair existing in
the past, when the magnetron demonstrated actually rather low reliability caused essentially
by a limited cathode lifetime. It should be noticed that the magnetron cathode operates at
very high current densities as compared with other microwave tubes. In addition, the
magnetron cathode is exposed strongly to electron back bombardment inherent to crossfield devices (Okress, 1961) as far as it is sited inside an interaction space. On one hand, such
effect results in increase in the emission capabilities of cathode greatly due to secondary
emission induced. On other hand it causes cathode overheating and affects the condition of
cathode surface. It is considered that the cathode dissipates about 10 % of anode power. It
means that a peak power may be as high as several kilowatts. It leads to necessity to reduce
the magnetron filament power depending on a value of the anode current. The problem is
such induced overheating is not well controlled and depends on many parameters.
Ab initio oxide cathodes are used in the magnetrons. Due to above reasons they
demonstrated a poor performance especially for millimeter wavelengths devices owing to a
fine internal layout inherent to them. Our experience exposed that lifetime of W band
magnetron equipped with oxide cathode was as short as several hours only! Next step was
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the usage so called impregnated cathodes (Okress, 1961) in the magnetrons. It has allowed
increasing in the magnetrons lifetime up to several hundred hours for Ka band devices.
However despite magnetrons equipped with such cathode kept its output power and the
ability to start oscillating stably within the above period, we experienced a significant
frequency drift even for coaxial magnetrons caused by evaporation of the substance, from
which the cathode was made of, with further absorption on the surface of magnetron cavity.
Relative failures to manufacture highly reliable magnetrons have coincided with the
aforementioned global drop in the interest in the development of magnetron based radars
caused by other reasons. On other hand the millimeter wavelengths magnetrons are
considered usually as devices for military application exclusively, and for some such
applications the achieved life time seems to be more or less suitable. All above have resulted
in the development of magnetron and partially investigations in cathode manufacturing
have been curtailed worldwide excepting probably the former USSR. The investigations
carried over there have given a new lease of life into the development of millimeter
wavelengths magnetron and allowed considerable improvement of their characteristics by
the end of 80th. It has been achieved due to: (i) utilization of metallic alloy cathodes; (ii)
successes in the development of the magnetrons with cold secondary emission cathodes;
and (iii) utilization of spatial harmonics different from  type. The latter was especially
important for W and G band magnetrons since it has allowed to enlarge dimensions of the
magnetron interaction space and the cathode diameter, which results in a considerable
increase in peak and average power as well as the maximal pulse duration. In addition, the
usage of samarium cobalt magnet system has allowed reducing the magnetron dimensions
and weight as well as developing rather miniature devices. The parameters of several
millimeter wavelengths magnetrons developed with utilization of above approaches are
summarized in Table I.
Frequency band
Peak
output
power, kW
Maximal
duty
cycle, %
Anode voltage, V
Efficiency
Type
Type of cathode
Frequency agility
Life time, hours
Producer
specified
Reached during
utilization
Average
Maximal
Cooling
Production status

Ka
50

Ka
3

W
4

G
10

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.085

14000
> 33%
Coaxial
Metallic alloy

10000
> 4%
Spatial Harmonic
Cold with auxiliary
thermionic cathode
No

5
> 5%
Spatial Harmonic
Metallic alloy (?)

Yes

6300
> 20%
No information
Cold with spike
autoemmiters
No

>2000

>2000

>1000

>10000
>30000
Forced-air
Full
production

>5000
>10000
Forced-air
Full production

Forced-air
Pre production

Table I. Parameters of millimeter wavelengths magnetrons.
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The indicated values for lifetime of Ka band magnetrons have been obtained during the
utilization of a line of Ka band meteorological radars (see Section 0), whereas W-band
magnetrons were tested in course of a particular procedure. Achieved value of the
magnetron lifetime can be qualified literally as outstanding! It should be noticed that above
results were absolutely unexpected for us – we considered reaching 4000 hours only in the
best case for Ka band magnetrons. There were no selection for Ka band magnetrons – either
among them demonstrates similar performance. Why it has become possible? Beside of the
above advances in the cathode manufacturing the overall improvement in production
technology should Be mentioned, which ensure keeping a high vacuum condition inside the
magnetron during whole utilization term. In addition we dare to claim that an advanced
design of a magnetron modulator helps significantly the magnetrons exposing its actual
potential by automating providing as much as possible safe and optimal operational mode.
Since W band magnetrons in question are manufactured in one of branch of Institute of
Radio Astronomy of National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine we would like to describe
their development and production in some more detail. The first millimeter wavelengths
devices had been developed in the middle of 60th (Usikov, 1972). Ab initio they utilize
operation at spatial harmonics different from  type. Such magnetron demonstrates
excellent performance e.g. peak output power achieved was 80 kW and 10 kW for 3 mm and
2 mm wavelengths devices correspondingly. However due to L type oxide cathode was
used in the magnetrons, their life time was limited by a value of several tens hours only. In
order to overcome this problem, a cold secondary emission cathode has been introduced in
the magnetron design. An auxiliary thermionic cathode placed aside an interaction space
was used to provide an initial electron density in the magnetron and ensure oscillation
running at the front of modulation pulse. Despite such magnetrons demonstrates inherently
a lower efficiency, they are much more promising to extend their lifetime. As a result W
band 1 kW device has been developed and industrialized by the middle of 80th (Naumenko
et al, 1999). It characterized by a guaranteed life time of 2000 hours. By the end of 90th
essential efforts has been concentrated to develop W band magnetrons with expected life
time of several thousand hours at peak power of 4 kW, pulse duration of 200 nsec, and duty
cycle of 0.1 % for meteorological radars and, a bit later, 1 kW devices with target life time of
10000 hours for airport debris radar. These efforts have resulted in a stable output of W
band magnetrons characterized by peak power within the range from 1000 to 4000 W and
expected lifetime of 10000 hours (Gritsaenko et al, 2005). At the time being every third
manufactured magnetron satisfies technical specification and there are serious reasons to
expect an improvement of this ratio. Such fact can be considered as a serious claim on
further industrialization. The following problems have been solved to extend the magnetron
life time: (i) optimal design of the auxiliary thermionic cathode; (ii) correct choice of an
operational spatial harmonics; and (iii) equipping the magnetron with a magnetic-discharge
vacuum pump. The latter increases the magnetron dimension but is mandatory to ensure its
long life operation especially at a heavy operational conditions, such as a long pulse width, a
large duty cycle, or a high pulse repetition rate (see Section 0). A photo of 4 kW W band
magnetron produced in the Institute of Radio Astronomy is depicted in Fig. 1. During resent
time a low voltage, compact Ka band magnetrons with cold secondary emission cathode are
under
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Fig. 1. 4 kW, W band magnetron with cold secondary emission cathode and extended life
time.
development. They are intended to be used in low-cost meteorological radar sensors, which
are especially convenient for network applications.
Above we have considered the peculiarities of the magnetron utilization in the radars as
well as demonstrated that the life time is not an issue preventing magnetrons from usage in
high performance radars. Now we would like to discuss further benefits and disadvantages
of such approach in a comparative manner. Table II provides a brief comparison between
some high power millimeter wavelengths devices available at the time being in respect to
their possible usage in the radars. A comprehensive review of current state of the
development of power millimeter wavelengths sources can be found in (Barker et al, 2005).
Some remarks should be done in addition. As usual the possibility to introduce a
sophisticated signal modulation is mentioned as the essential benefit provided by using an
amplifier in the radar transmitter. Actually the utilization of a pulse compression technique
allows attaining the highest possible resolution for the radars, which is of centimeters grade
now. Certainly, the magnetron based radars cannot provide a similar performance level.
However for the most applications an extreme resolution is not required and pulse
compression is used only to ensure suitable radar sensitivity.

Peak (average) output
power, kW(W) Ka band
W band
Type
Resolution achievable
Life time
Cost
Mandatory options of
signal processing
Total system cost at
similar specifications

Magnetron

Traveling
wave tube

Klystron
extended
interaction

70 (100)1
4 (4)1

1 (300) 1 [50
(500)]2
1 (10) 1 [3
(300)]2
Amplifier
Highest
Long
High
Pulse
compression
High

3 (300) 1
1.5 (90) 1 [1.5 (150)]

Oscillator
High
Long
Low
Coherence
on
receiver
Low/moderate

Table II. Parameters of power microwave devices.

1
2

Air or conductive cooling
Water cooling
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with

2

Amplifier
Highest
Long
High
Pulse compression
High

Solid
state
amplifier

power

0.004 (0.004) (single chip)
0.0002 (0.0002) (single
chip)
Amplifier
Highest
Long
Low (single chip)
Pulse
compression;
Power combining
Very High
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In this case an inherent adverse effect of pulse compression utilization, namely, appearance
of spurious targets or, instead, masquerading low RCS targets in presence of that with a
strong reflectivity due to side-lobes of the autocorrelation function, should be always taken
into consideration. For example, the necessity to monitor simultaneously meteorological
phenomena (clouds, precipitation) with a reflectivity range of about 100 dB restricts
essentially the application of pulse compression technique for weather radars. Certainly the
utilization of such technique providing a relevant performance level requires much more
complicated signal processing hardware. Relatively inexpensive implementation of such
hardware, suitable to use in mainstream commercial radars, has become to be allowable
since very recent time.
Next issue, mentioned usually to accent benefits of truly coherent systems based on utilizing
an amplifier in the transmitter, is much higher quality of Doppler processing in this case.
However recently developed magnetron based radar systems (see Section 3) demonstrates a
competitive Doppler performance within at least Ka band where coaxial magnetrons are
available. In addition, further advances in the magnetron modulator design as well as the
utilization of a sophisticated digital signal processing allows us to expect over and above
improvements in this area, especially for W band radars. The accuracy achieved currently
for the phase processing in the magnetron based radars allows us to suggest retrieving
appropriate performance even for applications requiring the utilization of synthetic
aperture. Interestingly, the approach, based on sampling the radiated signal to provide an
enhanced signal processing, inherent to the magnetron based radars, can be useful to
improve processing of compressed pulses by avoiding the influence of the distortions
introduced by Tx/Rx chains (Zhu, 2008). It is an extra sign that signal processing
approaches and, then, capabilities providing by both truly and pseudo coherent radars
become closer.
Probably the only area the magnetron based radars cannot compete beyond any doubts with
truly coherent systems is radars requiring fast frequency agility.
It should be noticed that despite a low power produced by a single chip, solid state devices
allows conceptually developing the most advanced radar systems ever with an
unprecedented performance level due to utilization of active phased array technique.
Certainly, within millimeter wavelength band such approach is on the technology edge
currently and requires enormous efforts to be implemented.
All above mentioned allow us to declare that the achievable performance level of the
magnetron based radars is appropriate to meet the most requirements for mainstream
applications. Their relatively low cost and complexity make them being very attractive
solution especially in the case if the radar system benefits essentially from a shorter
wavelengths, as for meteorological applications (1/2 law for the reflectivity of meteors).
Applications where dimensions and weight is among major requirements can be considered
also as the area of preferable utilization of the magnetron based radars especially operating
within W and G bands.

3. Magnetron based radar systems – development experience
Development of the magnetron based radar systems had started in the Institute of Radio
Astronomy of National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine since the middle of 90th of the last
century. By the time indicated we experienced with success during many years in the
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development and manufacturing of millimetre wavelengths magnetrons with cold
secondary emission cathode (Gritsaenko et al, 2005). At the same time, it was clear that
existing circumstance for the magnetron usage did not meet modern requirements and did
not allow disclosing an actual potential of such devices in radar applications. Then
considerable efforts were made in order to develop advanced modulators to drive the above
magnetrons, which require furthermore a tighter control of modulation pulse shape as
compared to traditional types. Such situation has coincided with a growing interest in
radars for environmental investigations operating within millimeter wavelength band. In
the course of above tendency the first magnetron based radar sensor has been developed
and tested by us (Jenett et all, 1999). It was a rather simple Ka and W band double frequency
airborne side looking system intended to detect oil spills on water surface. Since this task
benefits strongly from the wavelengths shortening, the utilization of magnetrons has
allowed developing the radar rapidly by using simple non coherent signal processing.
Nevertheless it demonstrated unexpectedly good performance and was capable to detect a
rather weak oil spills even under a low waves condition inherent for internal reservoirs.
Obtained experience has allowed us to proceed with radar development and, naturally, the
next step was the introduction of Doppler processing capabilities in the radar (Schunemann
et al, 2000). After the first usage of a traditional analogue coherence-on-receiver technique,
its digital implementation has been introduced. Experiments with a prototype of Ka band
meteorological radar demonstrated a good Doppler performance, which was appropriate
for the most atmospheric researches as well as to monitor atmospheric conditions. In
addition, a capability of the magnetron to work continuously during over several thousand
hours has been proven. However our first full functional Doppler polarimetric
meteorological radar was equipped with two magnetron based transmitters in order to
ensure its reliable unattended continuous operation for at least several months interval. The
experience of first year utilization of this radar has disclosed a surprisingly high stability of
the magnetron operation. It has allowed to lead off developing a line of high performance
magnetron based meteorological radars. It includes both vertically pointed and scanning
systems with a high mobility as depicted in Fig. 2. Until now

Fig. 2. Ka band magnetron based meteorological radars.
seven radars has been produced and delivered in cooperation with METEK GmbH
(Elmshorn, Germany). Some of them are included into European weather radar network.
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Coaxial magnetrons are used in the radars (see Table I). Many improvements have been
brought into design with every new item including a double frequency conversion in the
receiver; a digital automatic frequency control; a digital receiver technique implementation;
modifications in receiver protection circuitry; introduction of the circuits ensuring more
magnetron operation safety etc. The essential parameters of most resent radars are
summarized in Table III.
The quality of Doppler processing provided by such radars is illustrated by Fig. 3 where
Doppler spectrum obtained from a stationary target located at the distance of about 5.5 km
is depicted. Signal processing parameters were as follows: pulse repetition frequency – 10
kHz; fast Fourier transform length – 512; spectrum averaging – 10 (dwell time - 0.5 sec). As
follows from this figure, Doppler dynamical range exceeds 60 dBc, which corresponding to
the value of wideband noise floor of -73 dBc/Hz. From this data it is possible to estimate a
value of the magnetron pulse-to-pulse frequency instability. Actually, the total power of the
received signal can be considered as a sum of coherent ���� and incoherent ������
components respectively. According to general principles of Doppler processing in radars
(Skolnik, 2008), taking into account that the above data are product of a discrete Fourier
transform (DFT), and assuming that the magnetron introduces a noise distributed evenly in
frequency domain, the ratio between the above components for the signal backscattered by a
stationary target, producing definitely monochromatic response, can be set down as:
������
�� � ��� · ���,
���

(1)

where ��� is the noise floor of the radar Doppler processing and ��� is pulse repetition
frequency of the radar. On other hand, the phase lag of the signal reflected from a stationary
target located at a fixed distance R is ����� � �� , where ��� is the deviation of the
�

�

wavelengths for ith pulse from a constant value of �� . Assuming that ��� � �� , the
corresponding discrete time complex signal S at the input of DFT may be written as follows:
�� � � · ����� �� � � · ��� �� � � �� ·

���
�� · ���� �� � � · ��� �� ��,
�

(2)

where �� � ����� . The second term in the above equation reflects the entity of incoherent
�

components in the received signal due to the magnetron pulse-to-pulse frequency instability
and determines the value of noise floor ��� on
Operating frequency, GHz
Peak transmitter power, kW
Average power (max), W
Losses, dB, Tx path
Rx path
Pulse duration, nsec
Pulse repetition rate, kHz
Receiver noise figure, dB
Radar instantaneous dynamical range including
STC, dB
Distance for sensitivity, m
at -10 dB
at -1 dB
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30
50
1
2.5
100, 200, 400
5…10
3.0
>80
180
330
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Anten
nna gain
Polarrization decoupling
g
Total impressed compo
osite wideband no
oise of
Dopp
pler processing @ 5 km, dBc/Hz
Num
mber of range bins
Volum
me
Transsmitter
Receiiver
Weig
ght of Tx/Rx units, kg
k

Taable III. Parameterrs of Ka band meteorological rada
ars.
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>550 dB
>440 dB
--70
5500
9U
44U
40

Do
oppler spectrum assuming
a
that thee contribution fro
om other sources like a local oscilllator is
negligible. Thus finally
f
from form
mulas (1) and (2), the followin
ng expression fo
or the
o-pulse frequency
y instability readss as:
maagnetron pulse-to
(3)
ubstitution of varriables in (3) with
h the above valu
ues, namely, noisse floor of -73 dB
Bc/Hz,
Su
PR
RF of 10 kHz,
o 8.2 mm, and R of 5.5 km results in pulse-to-pulsse frequency insttability
of
of about
.

Fig
g. 3. Doppler specctrum from statio
onary target locatted at 5.5 km disttance retrieved with
w Ka
ban
nd meteorologicaal radar.
nother type of a compact
c
magnetrron based Ka ban
nd radar is airborrne multipurposee radar
An
(Volkov et al, 20007).The develop
ped radar system
m has been deesigned especiallly for
applications related
d to enhancing helicopter
h
flight safety
s
including tthe detection of power
lin
nes and other ob
bstacles, monitorring meteorological conditions, and providing secure
lan
nding. But the achieved radar perrformance enablees us to consider it as a versatile sensor,
s
wh
hich can be used
d for other applications. The radar benefits from
m some novel and
d cost-
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efffective solutions including a low--noise; digital recceiver; an electriccally switchable slotted
s
waaveguide antennaa array as well as a multifunctiona
al data acquisition
n and signal proccessing
sysstem. The radar outline;
o
a simpliffied block diagra
am; and antenna pattern are depiccted in
Fig
g. 4 a, b, and c

b)
c)
a)
Fig
g. 4. Outline (a), block
b
diagram (b
b), and antenna pattern
p
(c) of Ka b
band airborne scaanning
rad
dar.
corrrespondingly. In
n the radar there is no a separate channel
c
to samplee the radiated pu
ulse for
coh
herence-on-receiv
ver implementattion. Instead thee signal leaked through the reeceiver
pro
otection circuitry
y is used for this purpose (see Secction 0). Single frrequency converssion as
weell as a local oscillator based on a direct
d
digital syn
nthesizer has been
n used in the radaar. The
esssential radar paraameters are summ
marized in Table IV.
I
Operating frequency, GHz
Peak transm
mitter power, kW
Losses, dB,,
Tx path
Rx path

35±0.2
2.5
1.5
2.5

Pulse dura
ation, nsec
Pulse repettition rate, kHz
Receiver noise figure, dB

50…500
1…10

Receiver dy
ynamical range (max)), dB
Time-variaation gain control rang
ge
Minimal diistance for full sensitiv
vity, m

>90 dB
24 dB

Antenna
Antenna polarization
Antenna seection switching
Antenna seection switching time,, µsec
Antenna sw
witch decoupling, dB
Single-pulsse sensitivity at 2 km, dBm2
Total imprressed composite wideeband noise of Doppleer processing
@ 3 km, dB
Bc/Hz
Primary po
ower supply, V
Power con
nsumption (max), W
Volume, littre
Weight, kg
g

Taable IV. Parameterrs of airborne Ka band scanning ra
adar
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3.0

50
4-sections
vertical
electrical
1
> 25
-13
-53
18-32 DC
70
12
12
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A prototype of meteorological W band radar has been developed in the Institute of Radio
Astronomy of National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine (Vavriv et al, 2002). It utilizes a
proprietary magnetron with cold secondary emission cathode. (see Table I). It is featured by:
(i) two separate antennas; (ii) a separate downconverter to sample the radiated signal; and
(iii) a high power quasi-optical polarization rotators both in Tx and Rx channels. The radar
characteristics are summarized in Table V.
It should be noticed that the radar in question has been developed several years ago and
unfortunately no modifications have been provided till now due to our effort were
concentrated on the radars operating within Ka band essentially.
Operating frequency, GHz

94

Peak power (max), kW
Pulse width, ns
Pulse repetition frequency, kHz
Receiver noise temperature, K
Total dynamical range, dB
Polarization
Cross-polarization isolation, dB
Antenna diameter, m
Antenna beam width, deg
Total impressed composite wideband noise of Doppler processing @
5 km, dBc/Hz
Sensitivity at 5 km with the integration time of 0.1 sec, dBZ

4
50 - 400
2.5 - 10
1200
70
HH, VV, HV, VH
-25
0.5
0.45
-47
-41

Table V. Parameters of prototype of W band meteorological radar.
Therefore a serious improvement of its parameter may be expected due to: (i) utilization of a
single antenna due to increase in availability of high power circulators and P-i-N switches
for the receiver protection circuitry; (ii) an introduction of digital receiver technique as well
as a digital frequency control similarly to the above Ka band radars; (iii) the introduction of
a low noise amplifier, which have become available during resent time; (iv) the introduction
of a synthesized local oscillator; and (v) the introduction of an advanced magnetron
modulator.
And at last we would like to provide a brief description W band short pulse transmitter for
airport debris radar (Belikov et al, 2002). As known debris are very serious problem to
provide enough flight safety. A high resolution as well as a high reliability is a mandatory
requirement conceptually for such radars. In the case of magnetron based radar an
appropriate resolution may be achieved in a rather simple way, without the utilization of
pulse compression. The magnetron with cold-secondary emission cathode used in the
transmitter in question provides in addition an extended life time of 10000 hours at least.
The parameters of the transmitter are given in Table VI.
Parameter
Output Frequency(25°C)
Frequency Temperature Coefficient
RF Pulse Width (@-3dB, 25°C)
RF Pulse Width (@-6dB, 25°C)
RF Output Peak Power
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Measure Unit
GHz
MHz/°C
ns
ns
kW

Measured Value
95.086
-1.75
17.5
20
2
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RF Pulse Jitterr
PRF
Supply Voltag
ge min
Current consu
umption, max @ 28 V
Weight
Dimensions

ns
kHz
V
A
kg

3
3…30
18…32
14.1
25
19””, 5U unit

Taable VI. Parameterrs of W band sho
ort pulse magnetron transmitter.
In the next section
n some design approaches used
d in the above mentioned radaars are
described briefly.

4. Magnetron ba
ased radars – design
d
approac
ches
4.1
1 General consid
deration
Let us to remind brriefly that any magnetron based radar
r
is featured as follows: (i) a pulsed
p
perational mode is used; (ii) each RF
R pulse is chara
acterized by an arrbitrary phase; an
nd (iii)
op
thee spectrum of RF oscillation depen
nds strongly on a shape of modulaation voltage as well
w as
on
n the parameters of external micro
owave circuits. On
O other hand, raadar operation co
onsists
con
nceptually in locaating the received
d signal as respecct to the radiated one in a correspo
onding
spaace of signal paraameters dependin
ng of the radar measurement
m
capaabilities. For exam
mple in
thee simplest case of non-coheren
nt pulsed radar this space is tw
wo dimensional,, with
coo
ordinates of amp
plitude and time respectively.
r
For Doppler radar th
he phase and freq
quency
dim
mensions should be added. In tru
uly coherent rada
ar systems the exaact location of ra
adiated
sig
gnal in the space of signal param
meters is known a priori. Instead, the above peculiiarities
atttending the magn
netron utilization in the radars req
quire introduction
n of specific appro
oaches
to provide a precisee location of radiiated signal in su
uch space and exttend its dimensio
ons, i.e.
meeasurement capab
bilities of the radaar.
Th
he most evident but
b comprehensiv
ve method to ensure exact location
n of the radiated signal
is simply
s
to measure its parameterss. It is the only way
w to get phase iinformation, whiich is a
key
y issue to impleement Doppler processing.
p
Thus each magnetron
n based Dopplerr radar
sho
ould be provided
d with correspond
ding circuits to sa
ample a small po
ortion of radiated signal
in order to measurre its parameterss like it is depicteed in Fig. 5. Thee magnetron osciillation
i
param
meter, whose mea
asurement accuraacy affects strong
gly the
freequency is next important
ov
verall radar perfo
ormance. At firstt, it determines how
h
precisely a target velocity can
c
be
meeasured.

Fig
g. 5. Typical block
k-diagram of mag
gnetron based rad
dar.
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It does not require a great accuracy and may be implemented relatively easily. Practically in
the most cases no measurements are required at all due to a specified magnetron frequency
deviation does not exceed a portion of percent in the worst case. A different matter is a
pulse-to-pulse frequency deviation. This parameter introduces both non-coherent (noise)
and regular components (spurs) into Doppler signal processing (see Fig. 3). In part it
determines the ability of the radar to resolve targets with different velocities and reflectivity
in the same range bin, e.g. clouds in a strong rain or a moving target in presence of a much
stronger reflection from a clutter. As it has been exposed above, the magnetron frequency
should be measured with accuracy of about 10-7 for a period of several hundred
nanoseconds typically or even less, if a higher spatial resolution is required, in order to
provide 70 dB spectral dynamical range for Ka band radar and the distance of 5 km. The
indicated accuracy is on the edge of contemporary technical capabilities or beyond them, not
even to mention the situation inherent to very recent time. Thus at the time being, achieving
the maximal possible Doppler performance is the responsibility for the radar circuits, which
should ensure as much as possible tight control of magnetron operational parameters –
voltage, filament, loading etc, and, finally, its frequency stability. In the nearest future due to
a dramatically fast progress in the development of data acquisition and processing
hardware we expect that precise measurements of the parameters of the radiated pulse will
be a basic method defining radar resolution and instrumentation capabilities. Some
promising prospects concerned to this possibility will be discussed later (see Section 4.3.5 ).
Below in this section we will try to analyze requirements to high performance magnetron
based radar and discuss some methods to meet them.
4.2 Transmitter.
4.2.1 General consideration
As mentioned above the modern requirements to the radar performance cannot be met
otherwise than designing the magnetron environment to ensure as much as possible
stability and safety of its operation. Therefore, the transmitter is probably the most valuable
part of either magnetron based high performance radar. Before we will proceed to discuss
some design approaches used in the transmitters, let us make a simple calculation in order
to give an impression about how precisely its circuits should work. Assume that the
aforementioned value of pulse-to-pulse frequency stability
of 10-7 should be provided.
The variations of the amplitude of voltage pulse across magnetron should not exceed value
given by the following expression:
�

·

·�

(4)

where � � is a magnetron oscillation frequency, � � – a magnetron oscillation frequency
pushing factor, � - a dynamical resistance of the magnetron in an operational point, i.e. the
slope of its volt-ampere characteristic in this point. Let us take into consideration Ka band
magnetron and suggest that the magnetron frequency pushing factor is of 500 kHz/A – a
very respectable value, inherent to a highly stable coaxial magnetron rather than any other
type, and a dynamical resistance of 300 Ohms – a typical value for devices with 10-100 kW
peak power. Then the above expression gives an impressive value of about 2 V, or less than
200 ppm typically, for the required value of pulse-to-pulse amplitude instability of
magnetron anode voltage! Note, that the indicated value should be ensured during the
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intterval of data acccumulation for Fo
ourier processing
g. As usual the d
duration of this in
nterval
maay vary within th
he range from tenss millisecond up to several portion
ns of second.
No
ow, when a refereence point for thee magnetron tran
nsmitter design is indicated in som
me way
or other, it is possib
ble to consider so
olutions enabling
g its consummatio
on. A simplified blockdiaagram of a transm
mitter is depicted
d in Fig. 6. It inclludes the followiing essential unitts: (i) a
hig
gh voltage poweer supply; (ii) a modulator; (iii) a filament pow
wer supply; and (iv) a
con
ntroller. Let us leeave the latter un
nit beyond a morre detailed consid
deration, mention only
thaat it handles oth
her units accordin
ng the procedurees ensuring the m
most optimal an
nd safe
maagnetron operatio
onal mode as welll as provides the

Fig
g. 6. Block-diagraam of magnetron transmitter.
traansmitter with reemote control and
d diagnostics abiilities. Other abo
ove units affect directly
d
thee magnetron perfformance, thus we would like to outline their desig
gn in more detail.
4.2
2.2 High voltage power supply
Th
he high voltage power supply determines essentiallly the short term
m magnetron freq
quency
staability, i.e. Doppller performance of
o whole radar. Thus
T
ensuring itss maximal stabiliity is a
maatter of the highesst priority under the developmentt.
A switching modee power supply,, based on the utilization
u
of pu
ulse width modu
ulation
WM) converter, cannot
c
be alternaated to produce high
h
voltage in m
modern systems due to
(PW
inh
herent high efficiiency, small dimeensions, and ligh
ht weight. Howev
ver the voltage sttability
pro
ovided by such supply
s
is lower generally
g
than th
hat of linear regu
ulators. On other hand,
chaaracteristics of PWM
P
converter may
m be improved to an extent aallowing its stand
dalone
utiilization. Our exp
perience to devellop the high volttage power supp
plies for the magn
netron
based radars demo
onstrates a benefit of the following
g rules. At first, P
PWM converter should
s
m
mode rath
her than in pure voltage
v
utiilize operation in either peak curreent or close to it mixed
mo
ode. Such approaach as well as thee usage of a frequ
uency compensateed high voltage divider
d
asssists maximizing both rejection off the input voltag
ge ripples and thee overall stability
y of the
voltage regulation loop.
l
Next, it is mandatory
m
to syn
nchronize PWM converter at a freq
quency
ultiple to the pulse
p
repetition frequency of th
he radar, which eliminates pracctically
mu
com
mpletely the inffluence of ripplles at PWM operational frequen
ncy. And at lasst, the
utiilization of a parrticular pre-regulator is preferably
y. In this respectt, the usage of a power
facctor corrector for AC powered systems is virtually compulsorily.
For information, th
he line of Ka b
band meteorologiical radar demo
onstrating a very
y solid
oppler performan
nce (see Section 0) is equipped with the high voltage power supply
s
Do
developed accordin
ng strictly to the above recommen
ndations. A flyback topology is ussed for
WM converter. Frrom our opinion,, such topology is
i the most suitable to the high voltage
v
PW
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applications with th
he output powerr up to 1 kW and
d voltages up to 220 kV for AC po
owered
dar systems or ev
ven airborne DC powered radars if an appropriatee step-up pre-reg
gulator
rad
is used. The essenttial advance of su
uch scheme is a stable operation with a capacitiv
ve load
ge of output pow
wer as well as th
he ability to prov
vide the output voltage
v
wiithin a wide rang
sw
wing across the primary
p
windings of the high vo
oltage transformeer much greater than a
sup
pply voltage. Th
he above peculiarrities meet perfecctly actual operattional conditions of the
hig
gh voltage powerr supply in a maagnetron based trransmitters. As ccan be easily seen
n form
Fig
g. 3 there is no regular spurious components caused by ripples off the output volttage of
hig
gh voltage poweer supply at the harmonics of bo
oth AC power lline frequency an
nd the
op
perational frequen
ncy of PWM conv
verter (folded).
4.2
2.3 Modulator
In this section we will
w consider brieffly some issues related to the dev
velopment of up-tto date
hig
gh voltage modulators used in high performan
nce radars. In g
general the mod
dulator
inccludes circuits to form the pulse with
w
a definite sh
hape across the m
magnetron termin
nals. In
thee most cases a near-rectangle shape
s
of RF pu
ulse is a target under the mod
dulator
development. Sincee the magnetron frequency depen
nds strongly on th
he applied voltag
ge, any
p
shape from
m the rectangula
ar one results in
n a drop in the radar
deviation of the pulse
nsitivity. Thus, both
b
transients and
a
the distortions of flat part o
of the pulse shou
uld be
sen
miinimized. Especiaally it is importan
nt for the millimeeter wavelengths magnetrons, whiich are
chaaracterized by a rather short widtth of the output pulse. On other h
hand the most ty
ypes of
maagnetrons requirres a well contrrollable voltage rate during thee leading edge of the
mo
odulation pulse to
t facilitate runniing oscillation (O
Okress, 1961). In th
his case faster do
oes not
meean better! An op
pposite situation appears
a
for the trrailing edge. As u
usual a less atten
ntion is
draawn to ensure itss appropriately short
s
duration. However,
H
not only
y shape of RF env
velope
sho
ould be taken into
i
consideratio
on there. It is due
d
to the magn
netrons have a rather
con
nsiderable thresh
hold current to prroduce RF oscilla
ation as usual. It means that the current
c
pu
ulse through the magnetron may
y be much longeer than RF pulse as depicted in Fig. 7.
No
otice that at loweer voltages the po
ower of back bom
mbardment of thee magnetron cath
hode is
mu
uch greater as reespect to anode power
p
as indicatted in Fig. 7. Eviidently, the shorrter RF
pu
ulse duration and
d higher pulse repetition
r
rate th
he stronger the aabove effect affeccts the
maagnetron perform
mance. Thus the above issue shou
uld be always taaken into consideeration
wh
hile a pulse repetiition rate greater than several kilo
ohertz is required.

Fig
g. 7. Waveforms of
o voltage pulse across
a
magnetron
n and RF envelopee.
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